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Abstract--A Hamiltonian discretization of one-dimensional compressible fluid dynamics is made pos- 
sible by analyzing the properties of semidirect product Lie algebras associated to representations of the 
Lie algebra of vector fields in R". 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Analytical models of motion operate with continuous notions; computational models work with 
the language of discrete. The descriptive abilities of these two languages are incomparable: the 
differential calculus is old and powerful; the discrete calculus is young and weak. And although 
on fundamental level the nature is discrete, the discrete description of the world, directly from 
the first principles, is not available at the present ime; instead, one is forced to discretize the 
continuous models themselves. 
The question then arises of how such discretizations are to be made. (To have a genuine 
dynamics, we discretize space and keep time continuous.) Naturally. we expect he behaviour 
of a discrete model being similar to the behaviour of the corresponding continuous model which 
is being discretized; this is, however, a requirement on the properties of the final product and 
it provides no clues of how such a discretization should be performed. The only alternative is
to make use of the mathematical properties of the continuous model, and to try to discretize 
them. What one should mean by "mathematical properties" of a given dynamical system'? 
Certainly, conservation laws and symmetries should be counted in. as well as various other 
particulars. More generally though, we should look at the relations of our system with other 
dynamical systems: in other words: a) at the place our system occupies among others; and b) 
at the maps (morphisms) that connect it to other systems. 
To make our discussion a little bit more concrete, let us concentrate on the class consisting 
of continuous conservative dynamical systems: that is to say, ideal fluids interacting selfcon- 
sistently with external fields. 
Two representations are useful in fluid dynamics: Lagrangian and Eulerian. The discreti- 
zation problem in the Lagrangian representation turns out to be not too difficult and is effectively 
solved in Holm, Kupershmidt, and Levermore[ 1,2] (except for superfluids, quantum fluids, and 
in all situations where the Lagrangian representation is not feasible), and we shall not discuss 
it here. In the Eulerian representation, the mathematical properties of all known ideal fluid 
dynamical systems are these: a) all such systems are Hamiltonian, and corresponding Hamil- 
tonian structures are given in terms of 2-cocycles on appropriate differential Lie algebras of 
semidirect product ype (Dzyaloshinskii and Volovick[3], Holm and Kupershmidt[4,5,7,9,10], 
Gibbons, Holm, and Kupershmidt[6,8]): and b) to each such system, one associates other systems 
in the space of Clebsch potentials together with maps called Clebsch representations, which are 
quadratic and canonical, and which have a natural Lie algebraic interpretation (Holm and 
Kupershmidt[7], Kupershmidt[l 1, Ch. VIII, Sec. 4]). Since the energy of every such system 
is its Hamiltonian function, there is no difficulty in discretizing the Hamiltonian. The whole 
problem of discretizing is then reduced to the problem of discretizing the Hamiltonian structures 
of such systems, and this is the topic addressed in the paper. 
The Hamiltonian structures of fluid dynamical systems are the natural ones associated to 
dual spaces of differential Lie algebras (we can disregard at will 2-cocycles ince they are 
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represented by constant-coefficient operators and there is no difficulty in discretizing such) of 
semidirect product type: D. x V, where D. is the Lie algebra of vector fields on R" and V is 
the direct sum of various tensor fields on R"; D. acts on V by the Lie derivative. (In practice, 
the situation could he more complex, e.g. for superfluids and Yang-Mills fluids, but we disregard 
such possibility and concentrate instead on the typical cases.) It is natural to try to discretize 
D,,, V, and the action of D,, on V in order to preserve the most important feature of the Hamiltonian 
structure of a given fluid system: its Lie algebraic character. The first result of this paper is 
that this is impossible (Theorem 1.1). More precisely, set K. = C~(R"), and denote Oi = 
O/O&:K, - - ,  Kn, i = 1 . . . . .  n, the natural derivations. For n = 1, we denote O~ by O. 
According to Ritt[ 12], there exist precisely two one-dimensional Lie algebras over K~ :D~ and 
the Abelian one. 
THEOREM I . l  
Let K be a commutative ring over which Z acts by automorphisms. Then there exists only 
one one-dimensional operator Lie algebra over K~" the Abelian one. 
It follows that the Lie algebraic connections should not be expected from discretizations 
of fluid dynamical systems. The problem of discretization is, hence, an extremely complex 
one. In retrospect though, this conclusion might have been expected. Indeed, upon browsing 
through the numerical analysis literature of the last few dozen years, one is struck by the total 
absence of elegant formulae, and not at all due to the venerable age of the subject. [Hardy 
believed that there were no new simple formulae to be discovered (in reference to Ramanujan) 
because they all had been found already by the end of the XIX century.] The inference that 
no simple discretizations of fluid dynamics exist is, thus, hardly escapable. 
The Lie algebraic route [a)] to Hamiltonian discretizations being blocked, the only one 
left is to make sure use of the morphisms [b)] known in fluid dynamics. Not surprisingly, this 
route is not available either (except for D~ a K~, about which more will be said later) since 
the quadratic Clehsch maps cease to be canonical after being discretized. The whole problem 
is, therefore, a giant puzzle, with no general clues as how to proceed. It is natural then to 
analyze in greatest possible detail the first nontrivial case n = 1, and this is exactly what we 
shall do. This analysis leads, in Sec. 9, to a solution of the discretization problem (for n = 
1), in the following form. We shall regularize the Hamiltonian matrix B(N), corresponding to 
the Lie algebra Di :c (G'~= iK1), by adding to it a small (proportional to e) nontrivial 2-cocycle 
such that the new matrix will become constant-coefficient after an appropriate change of 
variables has been made; the corresponding discrete Hamiltonian matrix will be then algebraic 
and singular in e. (The singularity disappears upon passing to the continuous limit.) 
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Sec. 2 we prove Theorem 1.1. In Sec. 3 we classify 
scalar Hamiltonian operators of nearest neighbor type, on one-dimensional lattice (Z), and then 
find a nonlinear discretization of the Hamiltonian matrix B(DO = B(0). In Sec. 4 we address 
the question of periodic systems and classify scalar Hamiltonian operators and one-dimensional 
Lie algebras over Z 2 and Z> In Sec. 5 we turn to one-dimensional hydrodynamics. We discretize 
barotropic fluids and examine the adiabatic case. We begin to study Lie algebras underlying 
fluid dynamics (in arbitrary number of dimension) in Sec. 6, analyze various canonical equiv- 
alences of the corresponding Hamiltonian structures in Sec. 7, and compute 2-cocycles on these 
Lie algebras (for one-dimensional case) in Sec. 8. One of such 2-cocycles, considered as a 
perturbation of the Hamiltonian structure of adiabatic one-dimensional dynamics, makes it 
possible in Sec. 9 to derive a desired discretization. 
2. ONE-DIMENSIONAL LIE ALGEBRAS OVER Z 
In this section we prove Theorem 1.1. Let K be a commutative ring and A:,~---,, K be an 
automorphism. We seek a bilinear operation K × K ---+ K of the form 
iX, Y] = ~ a,jX'"Y ~j~, finite sum. X. Y E K. a,j ~ k, (2.1) 
i.] 
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where k = {a ~ K1A(a) = a} is the subring of constants, and X 'i' = N(X), such that 
[X, Y] = - [Y, X], (2.2) 
IX, [Y, Z]] + [Y, [Z, X]] + [Z, IX, Y]] = 0, (2.3) 
for any X, Y, Z, ~ K. 
[An informal model: K = {f :Z  ---, C}, [A(f)](n) = f(n + 1), ~: = C.] 
We want to show that all a,js in (2.1) vanish. Assume that this is not so. Let 
A(x, y) = ~adxiy j ~ ~¢[x, x - I ,  y, y-i] (2.4) 
be the corresponding generating function. Since 
[[X, Y], Z] = ~;apqAP([X, Y])Aq(Z) = ~apqai~X"+P'Y'J+pJz'q', 
the equalities (2.2) and (2.3) are equivalent to 
A(y, x) = -A(x ,  y), (2.5) 
A(x, y)A(©', z) + A(y, z)A(yz, x) + A(z, x)A(zx, y) = 0. (2.6) 
Let N ~ Z be the maximal number such that 
A(x, y) = (.~')UB(x, y), B(x, y) E k[x, y]. (2.7) 
Rewriting (2.5), (2.6) in terms of B(x, y), we obtain 
B(y, x) = -B(x ,  y), (2.8) 
(xy)UB(x, y)B(xy, z) + (yz)'VB(y, z)B(yz., x) + (zx)UB(z, x)B(zx, y) = 0. (2.9) 
Since N in (2.7) is maximal and we assumed B ¢: 0, it follows that 
P(x) = B(x, O) = -B(O, x) ~ O. (2.10) 
We deduce a contradiction by showing that P(x) = O. 
Using 
(B(x, y) - [P(x) - e(y)]) E x3.'-k[x, y], (2.11) 
we consider (2.9) for three cases: N = 0, N < 0, and N > 0. 
Let first N = 0. Picking out from (2.9) terms not containing xy, we get 
[P(x) - P(y)][ -P(z) I  + B(y, z)[P(yz) - P(x)l 
+ B(z, x)[P(zx) - P(y)] = 0 (mod xy). (2.12) 
Picking out from (2.12) terms not containing x, and noticing that P(0) = B(0, 0) = 0, we 
obtain 
0 = P(y)P(z) + B(y, z)P(yz) + P(z)[ -P(y)]  = B(y, z)P(yz), (2.13) 
so that either B = 0 or P = 0, and neither outcome is agreeable. 
Let now N < 0. Dividing out (2.9) by (.~'z) x and picking out from the result terms not 
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0 = z - ' [ -P (y ) ] [ -P (z ) ]  + y - "P (z ) [ -P (y ) ]  = (z-" - y - ' )P (y )P (z ) .  (2.14) 
which implies P = 0. 
Finally, let N > 0. Picking out from (2.9) terms not containing x, we get 
0 = (yz)XB(y, :)P(y:) ,  (2.15) 
so that again B = 0 or P = 0. This finishes the proof. 
Remark 2.1. Two-dimensional differential Lie algebras over K~ were classified by Ritt[ 12]: 
the list of those can be found, e.g. in Cassidy[13, pp. 268, 269] (see also formula (1) in 
Kupershmidt[ 14]). For the discrete case there is no classification available as yet: the following 
formula provides a one-parameter family L(c0 of two-dimensional Lie algebras over K: 
Xi YI Xj(A + ¢x)(Yo) - Y1(.-k + ¢x)(Xo) ¢x E ~. (2.16) 
The corresponding Hamiltonian matrix B(o0 on the dual space to the Lie algebra L(a) (Ku- 
pershmidt[l 1,15]) gives rise to the following equations of motion 
= -co ,  + a - ' t  q, , = + 8HI  
\ aqo/ " 
(2.17) 
For a = - 1, these equations describe the first Hamiltonian structure of the infinite Toda lattice 
(see Kupershmidt[13, p. 89; 11]). Notice that the Lie algebra L ( - I )  has a very simple inter- 
pretation: Let R = {Y',~= 0 f,/~q0 ~ m < zc; fi_ ~ /~: g'f  = A'(f)¢~'. s E Z~. f ~ K} be the 
associative ring of polynomial operators over K, and let (R) L~ be the corresponding Lie algebra. 
Let IM = {Y f i{ l f ,  = 0 for i < M} be the ideal in R. Then (R~t) L-~ = (R/ltr) L~ is a M-dimensional 
Lie algebra which is non-Abelian for M > 1. In particular. (R:) L*~ ~ L( - 1 ). 
3. CLASSIFICATION OF SCALAR HAMILTONIAN OPERATORS OF NEAREST 
NEIGHBOR TYPE 
The Hamiltonian operator associated to the Lie algebra D~, 
B(D~) = uO + Ou, (3.1) 
cannot be linearly discretized (Theorem 1.1). Nevertheless, it can be discretized nonlinearly. 
and in essentially unique manner. This will follow from the description given below of all 
Hamiltonian operators of the form 
B = q~A - _%-z~. (3.2) 
with appropriate ~ ~ C = K[u'"], s ~ Z. (See Kupershmidt[ 16, 11 ] for the basics of the discrete 
calculus of variation.) We want to find all t9 such that the skew-symmetric operator B in 13.2) 
is Hamiltonian; this means that the associated Poisson bracket {H, F} = XH(F). H. F E C, 
satisfies the Jacobi identity modulo Ira(-% - 1), where XH stands for an evolution derivation 
of C (i.e. commuting with .1 and K) given on the generator u by the equation 
, / 'SH\  
i, = (,~.X - . .X - '~) l -gT , ) '  (3.3) 
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where 
8"--'u" = ~ (3.4) 
~z \Ou" ' / "  
In the familiar notations of numerical analysis, the equation (3.3) reads 
OH OH 
i4. = ~p,, Ou.+~ ~"-~ Ou._~' n ~ Z. (3.5) 
To classify Hamiltonian operators B of the form (3.2), we use the following criterion for 
a skew-symmetric operator B to be Hamiltonian (see Kupershmidt and Manin[17], Kuper- 
shmidt[ 18]): 
B ~u [B(X)'Y] = D(BY)B(X)  - D(BX)B(Y) ,  (3.6) 
where X and Y are arbitrary vectors with indeterminate entries X~, Yi, i = 1 . . . . .  N, where 
N is the number of independent generators of C = K[u?q (in our case, N = 1), and D(Z), for 
a vector Z, is the Fr6chet derivative operator: 
OZi A'. 
[D(Z)Lj = Oul----5, (3.7) 
The main result of this section is this: 
THEOREM 3. I 
The operator B in (3.2) is Hamiltonian if and only if it can be written in the form 
B = a(u)(A - A- l )a(u) ,  (3.8) 
with some a(u) ~ K[u], where u = u ~°~. 
Proof. We have 
B(X)Y = [~X'" - ~' - "X ' - " IY -  ~[X'"Y - XY'"],  
where ~ means equality modulo lm(A - 1). Hence, 
tn 
[B(X)YI ~ 2~-k{~k[X"'Y -- XY'"]}, ~u 
k=n 
where we assume 
and denote 
= q~(u ~"' . . . . .  uC"'), n - m, (3.9) 
O~ 
~ = Ou,k ,. (3.10) 
Hence, for the left-hand side of (3.6) we obtain 
m 
(~A - Ako) ~'~ A-k~[X' I~Y - XY'I']. 
k=u 
(3. I IL) 
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Now, for the right-hand side of (3.6) we consequently get 
B(Y)  = (~A - A- '~)(Y) ,  
D(BY)  = Y~I)D(~) - A-IYD(~:) = (Y'~' - A- Iy )  ~ t~A~ 
k =n 
so that the fight-hand side of (3.6) equals 
(ym _ A - Iy )  ~ ¢pkA~(tpA _ A- Iqz)(X) 
k=n 
- (X 'l> - A-IX) '~ %Ae(~A - A -hp) (Y ) .  
k=n 
(3.11R) 
Let us compare terms containing X r') with highest possible s, from both sides of (3 .11) .  We get 
tP A I - "%(XI I )Y)  = tp~'. I - ' ,X ( : - " )Y  (I -") (3.12L) 
y(1)(~m(~(..,X(m + I ,  (3.12R I ) 
m 
-X  (1) ~ ~kAk(~A - A-Iqz)(Y). (3.12R2) 
k=n 
Since (3.12L) is a monomial and (3.12R2) is not and neither is (3.12R1) + (3.12R2) (even 
when n = m), we have to equate (3.12L) with (3.12R1): 
It follows that 
(Q~p~)-,)X(2-,)y(l-n) __ ~,~cp(,,)X<,,~ t)y(l). (3.13) 
Hence, 
B = g>A - A- I~ = a(u)(A - A-~)a( ,O,  (3.19) 
which is (3.8). It remains to notice that (3.19) is always Hamiltonian o matter what a(u) is. 
The easiest way to see this is to observe that after a change of variables U = U(u) such that 
dU 1 
- (3.20) 
du a(u)" 
n = 0, m = 1, (3.14) 
q~q~)ll = tpltpll), q: = qZ(U, UIl)). (3 .15)  
S ince ~0~ = [~pm]~, (3 .15)  is equivalent  to 
(In ~)i  = [In q:(1)]~. (3 .16)  
Denote 0 = In ~. Writing (3.16) in long hand as 
00(u, u ")) 0+(u 'l), u (')) 
= (3.17) 
Ou m Ou (1) , 
we see that O'-tb/OuOu (~) = 0, so that O = A(u)  + B(u'~)), and (3.17) yields OA(u)/Ou = 
OB(u) /du .  Hence, we can take B(u)  = A(u)  without any loss of generality, so that 
= a(u)a(u~l)). (3.18) 
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the matrix (3.18) becomes 
B = ~ - '~-~, (3.21) 
which is Hamiltonian since it is constant coefficient. 
The matrix (3.19) has a continuum limit. To perform the limiting procedure, one substitutes 
exp(ks0) instead of 2~ s, and keeps only the first nontrivial order (in k) terms. For (3.19), we 
obtain 
B = a23a = a23 + 3a:. (3.22) 
Hence, to get B(Dt) in (3.1) one has to take a = V~u. The result of this reasoning we collect 
into the following: 
Proposition 3.2. The matrix 
8 = V~u(a - a - , )G ; .  (3.23) 
is Hamiltonian, has B(DO as its continuous limit, and is unique with such properties among all 
the Hamiltonian matrices of the nearest neighbor interaction type (3.2). 
Remark 3.3. The change of variables 
U = 2u -~'" (3.24) 
transforms B = X/-uu(& - A-~)V~u into A - ~-~, and B(Dt) = u0 + Ou into 23, the latter 
being the continuous limit of A - &- ~. 
4. PERIODIC PROBLEM 
Oftentimes, the physical model is periodic in space. Its discretization then must be per- 
formed not over Z but over Z,, where n is the number of points we choose for our discrete 
space to have. In contrast o the case of Z, one-dimensional Lie algebras over Z,,, apparently, 
abound. In this section we consider Z2 and Z3. After we have classified all scalar Hamiltonian 
operators, it will be easy to extract hose of Lie algebraic type. 
We begin with Z_,. A skew-symmetric operator has the form fA - ,5-~f = f~ - ~f  = 
(f - f'~')..k, since A 2 = 1. In other words, we look at the operators of the form 
B = ~,  ~ = ~(u ,u  ~t~) = -~, (u  ~' ,u )  = -~,~.  (4.1) 
To simplify notation, we shall write ~ = ¢(0, 1) instead of ~(u, u't'), ~(I,  0)o = tcdl, 0) = 
(O/Ou)~(u '~', u) = 2x[(0/0u~a')~], etc. 
Using the criterion (3.6), we get 
B(X)Y = q~XII~Y, 
8 
8---~ [B(X)Y] = q~oX'"Y + q0(1, O)oXY'", 
B ~u [B(X)Y] q~[q0(l, O)~XY ~' + tpiX~l~Y]; (4.2L) 
B(Y) = ~yll l ,  
D(BY)  = Y~l'(~o + q~lA), 
D(BY)B(X)  - D(BX)B(Y)  = Y'~'(~o + ~A)(~ X~) - X'~'(~¢0 + tg~A)(~ Y~I~) 
= qZl[ycl'X - Xll~y]~il~. (4.2R) 
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-- and X'~'Y - terms in (4.2), we obtain 
toto(l,O)l = ~lto 'l'. 
totol = -~1~ '1'. 
By (4.1), to"' = - to .  Hence, 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
q:(l, 0)l = - to l .  (4.5) 
Therefore, both (4.3) and (4.4) are identically satisfied. Thus, we have proved the fol lowing 
Theorem: 
THEOREM 4.1 
Every scalar skew-symmetr ic  operator B = toA over Z,  is Hamiltonian. 
COROLLARY 4.2. 
There exists just one (up to a constant multiple) one-dimensional Lie algebra structure over 
Z2, given by the formula 
[X. Y] = XA(Y) - YA(X) .  (4.6) 
Proof.  We look at those to that are l inear in , .  u 'a~. Since to is skew-symmetr ic ,  to~" = 
- t0 ,  we must have 
to = (x(u - u'l'), c~ ~ k. (4.7) 
To recover the commutator  of the associated Lie algebra, we write 
u[X, Y] ~ B(X)Y  = a(u - u'I~)X~I'Y ~ au[X~k'Y - XYC~q. 
and (4.6) fol lows. • 
Remark  4.3. Due to skew-symmetry of to. additive constants can't  be present in to. In 
other words, the Lie algebra (4.6) has no nontrivial 2-cocycles on it. 
We now tum to Z3. Since A-' = 1, an arbitrary scalar skew-symmetr ic  operator has the 
form 
B = toA - A- I to,  to = to(u, tf z', ,f'-~). (4.8) 
Working out the criterion (3.6), we obtain 
B(X)Y  = Y[toX ' l '  - -  to I I )X ' I ) ]  - -  to[YX '~' - XY 'l '] = toZ. 
where we denote 
8 
B -~u [B(X)Y] 
Z = YX ~l~ - XY*t'; 
8 
8t-'~ [B(X)Y] = to0Z + to',2'Z'-" + to~t'Z'", 
= to[to~"Z'" + to,Z + to~'Z"-'] - to'-"[tob-"Z'-" + to',~'Z'" + to.,Z] 
= Z[toto, - to'-"to:] + Z'"[totob" - to'2'to',"] + Z':'[toto!:' - to'-"to~-"]; 
B(Y)  = toy~l , _  A-E(toy),  
D(BY)  = (y,1, _ A - iY )D( to )  = (y,i, _ A'-Y)(too + l~lA + to,_A2). 
D(BY)B(X)  - D(BX)B(Y)  = (Y'~' - A:y)  
x (~0 + ~A + to:A:)(~A - A:to)(X) - < 
(4.9) 
(4.10L) 
, = (4.  [0R)  
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= (Y'" - 5-'Y)[qa:g:'-" - ~,~ + (t¢o~ - tp_,~")A + (q:,'4: '~' - ¢o¢': ')52](X) - < ' 
= Y'~'[aX + bX '~' + cX  c'] - < , + ( -YC- ' ) [a~Z'X' : '  + b"-'X + c"-'X '~'] - ~ , 
{where we denote 
a = q:,~-'~ - tglq:, b = %',P - t#:q yt~, c = ,,p~q:~l, _ ~poqzc,} 
= Z( -a )  + Z'~}[c + d'-q - U'- 'b c-'. (4.11) 
Comparing (4.10L) with (4.10R) and using (4.1 1 ), we see that only Z' t'-terms provide a nontrivial 
condition, namely, 
~ I )  I~ - qz'zk9'l t '=  c':' + c = (~'1"-'~ - ~_',~l,) + (~!~,~, _ ~oq::<',), (4.12) 
which can be rewritten in the form 
0 = ~:[q:l]' - ~,,2,1 + ~:'~'[~Pk" - ~P,] + ~':'[~Po - ~,t,], 
or. better still. 
(1 + A + 52)[q~(qz{] ' -  ~p,2,)] = O. (4.13) 
Thus. we have proved 
THEOREM 4.4 
An operator ¢5  - ..k-kp over Z.~ is Hamiltonian if and only i f ( l  + A + A:)[~04~, - 
~p',")] = 0. 
Remark  4.5. By Theorem 3.8. an operator a(u)(5 - 5-Z)a(t0 is Hamiltonian over Z. 
Considering only those objects in the Hamiltonian formalism over Z which are invariant with 
respect o 5", for a fixed n E N, we can pass to the quotient which is the Hamiltonian formalism 
over Z,.  Hence, the operator a( ,0(5 - A- l )a(u)  is Hamiltonian over Z,  as well. For n = 2. 
5 --~ = 5,  and a(A - 5 -~)a  = 0. Let us see that, for n = 3. ¢ = a(0)a(1) satisfies our 
criterion (4.13). We have. 
~p a(0)a( l ) ,  q:~" = a ' ( I )a(2) ,  '4'1" = a(_ )a  (0), 
~(~pbl~ _ ~p,C,~) = a(O)a( l )a (2 ) [a ' ( l )  - a'(0)],  
and (1 + A + A') [a ' (1)  - a'(0)] = 0, so that (4.13) is indeed satisfied. 
We now can classify one-dimensional Lie algebras over Z3. Let q: be linear, 
= cou + t'ku a~ + czu c'~, c, Ek .  (4.14) 
Then W~' - ~p'~'-' = co - c~, and (4.13) becomes 
(co - c J ( co  + c, + c , )  = O. (4.15) 
Thus. we have two lines in ~'P-" describing the variety of one-dimensional Lie algebras over Z3. 
It seems likely that the dimension of the space of  one-dimensional Lie algebras over Z,, tends 
to infinity as n grows. 
Remark  4.6. Formula (4.15) had been obtained earlier by Dale Peterson and myself,  by 
a direct calculation. 
We conclude by computing all 2-cycles on Lie algebras defined bv (4.15). If 
= cou + c~tt '~' + c ,u  ~'-~ + et, c,, a ~ k, (4.16) 
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(co - ch)(Co + ct + c:) = O, tc',~ - ct)e~ = O. (4.17) 
Thus, there are no nontrivial 2-cocycles for c. ~a c~. When c', = c'~, the space of nontrivial 2- 
cocycles is one-dimensional nd is generated by A - .X- 
5. ONE-DIMENSIONAL BAROTROPIC AND ,ADIABATIC FLUIDS 
Adiabatic fluid equations in one space dimension are 
-M  = O(M:/p + P), 
-P  = O(M), - ' f i  = p- 'MO(n) ,  (5.1) 
where M is momentum density, p is mass density, "q is specific entropy, P is fluid pressure: 
P = p"e,p, where e = e(p, 11) is specific internal energy. The system (5.1) is a Hamiltonian 
system: it can be written in the form (see Holm and Kupershmidt[7]) 
- = op  o 
tr , Ocr 0 0 / \ BH/Bcr / 
(5.2) 
where o" = Or 1 is entropy per unit volume, and 
H = M'-/2p + pe (5.3) 
is the total energy density. In the case e = e(p), the entropy q can be taken to be zero; the 
resulting barotropic fluid is again a Hamiltonian system, of the form 
p , ap o / k ~/-//~p / 
(5.4) 
The 3 by 3 (respectively, 2 by 2) matrix in the right-hand side of the equation (5.2) (respectively, 
(5.4)) is called the associated Hamiltonizn matrix. As has been explained in Sec. 1. we strive 
to discretize xactly such matrices. 
We now show that the Hamiltonian matrix in (5.4) is equivalent (after a change of variables) 
to a constant-coefficient one. It would follow, in particular, that the matrix in (5.4) can be 
easily discretized. 
Let 
be a Hamiltonian matrix in variables q and p, where s is a constant-coefficient operator and s + 
is the adjoint to s. Let 
M = pq, p = p, (5.5) 
be an invertible change of variables. Then the Hamiltonian matrix B in the variables M and p 
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B = JbJ ~, (5.6) 
where J is the Jacobian of the map (5.5). In our case, 
, :  (: "l),+: (: 0,) 
so that 
[ M M ~ \ 
ps - -  - --s'p ps ) P P B = . (5.7) 
- s;p 0 
For s = 0, we obtain pO(M/p) - (M/p)( - O)p = MO + OM, so that (5.4) results. In particular, 
for s = (A - A-~)/2, (5.7) becomes a discrete version of (5.4): 
A - A - 'M  + MA - A-' A - A-' 1 
\ 
P 2 p p 2 P p % 
B = ) , (5.8) 
A_A- I  
2 P 0 
which provides a discretization of barotropic fluid dynamics in one space dimension. 
Let us turn to the matrix (5.2). To show that it is not equivalent to a constant-coefficient 
one we may try to employ the following obvious ufficient criterion: ifB is a matrix of differential 
operators without constant erms and the dimension of the ker B is less than the size of B, then 
B is not equivalent to a constant-coefficient matrix; here ker B consists of all those nontrivial 
H for which the corresponding motion equations vanish. It is easy to see that ker B = {c~p + 
C20" "4- (?3(92 -1"- 0"2)1/21C i ~ k = ker 0} for (5.2), so that dim ker B = 3 = size of B, and we 
can't deduce a definite result; however, it's almost obvious that this matrix can't be reduced 
to a constant-coefficient form. (Note that ker B = {ciM/9 + c2p[ci ~ k} for (5.4), and this is 
the origin of the formula (5.5): in general, the best coordinates are found in ker B.) 
It is now a bit more clear why discretization of adiabatic fluid dynamics is so much more 
difficult than of the barotropic one. As an additional illustration of difficulties involved, let me 
show that the direct generalization to the adiabatic ase of the discrete barotropic matrix (5.8) 
is not possible. Consider the matrix 
/aA  - A- la p(A - A -1) e(A - A - I ) \  
B = "[(A -- A-')p 0 0 ) ,  (5.9) 
/ 
\(A - A-')~ 0 0 
where a is an arbitrary function of {M ~', P"% crm[ s E Z}. Let us see that no matter what a is, 
the matrix (5.9) is not Hamiltonian. We use criterion (3.6) for X = (X,, X_,, X3), Y = (Yj, Y2, 
Y3), and pay attention only to the second and third elements of both vectors in (3.6). We have, 
by denoting P2 = P, P3 = or, and letting i to be 2 or 3: 
) B ~ [Y'B(X)] = (a - ,..X-')(p,~), 
i 
(5. IOL) 
CJUN, M.2 : 4/5-C 
4O0 
where f~ = (8/SM)[Y'B(X)I: also. 
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B(Y) = 
(.3 A-I)(p~YI)/  
D(BY) = 
(D(BY)B(X) -  < ')i = 
(A  - ~- I )Y  I 0 . 
0 (A - ~- I )Y  1 
(A - A-t)[YI(A - A-t)(p,XI) - ~ ,]. (5.10R) 
Equating (5.10L) with (5.10R), we first get rid of A - A-~; then, to eliminate fL we multiply 
the result by 97, where i = 5 - i, to arrive at the equality 
o'[YI(A - A- I)(pXI)  - < '1 = p[YR( A - A-I)(crX,) - < ,1, (5.11) 
which is clearly impossible: the left-hand side involves p only as fit, and p ' - "  while the right- 
hand side has only p = p~°L 
Remark. If more variables o'_, . . . . .  cr,,, similar to o- = oh, are added to the matrix (5.2). 
the resulting matrix B has ker B = {'c c,o'~ + cop + c'x/-~p-" + o'-'}, so that dim Ker B = n + 
2 = size of B; but B is certainly not equivalent to a constant-coefficient matrix. Analogously, 
if more cr's are added to the matrix (5.9), the resulting matrix will be not Hamiltonian. 
6. SEMIDIRECT PRODUCTS ASSOCIATED TO ONE-DIMENSIONAL 
REPRESENTATIONS OF D,, 
In this section we begin a systematic study of Lie algebras underlying the Hamiltonian 
structures of fluid dynamics. 
LEMMA 6. I 
Let X, Y ~ D,.  Then 
div([X, Y]) = X(div(Y)) - Y(div(X)). (6.1) 
Proof. Let X = ~ Xjcgj. Y = ~, Y~cg,. Then 
[X, Y] = ~ Xy,.,O, - ~ Y,X,,O, 
so that 
div(IX, YI) = ~ (Xy,..~),, - ~ (Y,X,,)., 
= ~ (Xi.iY,, J + XIY,., j - Y~.~Xi., - Y, Xj . ,)  
= ~ X,/~j(div(Y)) - ~ Y,i),(div(X)). 
Remark 6.2. The proof above becomes more transparent in the geometric situation: Suppose 
M is a manifold, w is a volume form on M. and X and Y are vector fields on M. Then 
div([X, Yl)w = [X, Yl(w) = X(Y(w))  - Y(X(w)) 
= X(div(Y)w) - Y(div(X)w) = X(div(Y))w - div(Y)div(X)w 
- Y (d iv (X) )w-  div(X)div(Y)w 
= [X(div(Y)) - Y(div(X))]w. 
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THEOREM 6.3 
Let h E k = ("1, ker c~,lx .. Then the map ok: D,,---. Diff~(K.) is a representation of Lie 
algebras, where 
~:  X -+ X + h div(X), (6.2) 
and Diff,(K,,) is the Lie algebra of differential operators on K, ,  of order --- 1. 
Proof  Let X, Y ~ D,. Then 
cry(IX. Y]) = [X, Y] + h div([X, Y]) [by (6.1)l 
= [X, Y] + k[X(div(Y)) - Y(div(X))l 
= [X + h div(X), Y + h div(Y)] = [ok(X), o'~(Y)]. I 
Remark  6.4. Representations o'a are one-dimensional. When external fields interact with 
fluids, one also needs to consider higher-dimensional D,-modules consisting of natural tensor 
fields on R" (see Holm and Kupershmidt[7l). Various other representations of D,, exist, some 
of which are important in fluid dynamics. For example, suppose we consider flows in R" 
depending only upon one of coordinates (more generally: only upon some of coordinates, may 
be curvelinear); a pr ior i ,  there are no reasons why such flows should be Hamiltonian, but they 
are. The corresponding representations of Dt (in the case of one-coordinate dependence) are 
described by a pair of constant (i.e. with elements in k) matrices A, C: 
X ~ XAO + X 'C ,  X '  = O(X), X E D, .  (6.3) 
satisfying the equations 
(A - I)C = (C - A)(A - 1) = 0. (6.4) 
In particular. 
A = I, C arbitrary. (6.5) 
satisfies (6.4) and generalizes (6.2) (when C is not diagonal). Representations of D,, useful 
outside fluid dynamics (e.g. in the theory of Virasoro algebras) are of the form (in the case 
n = 1) 
X *--> XAO + X 'C  + XF  + x -~XG,  (6.6) 
where A. C. F and G are constant matrices, and x E Kt (or Kt[x]) is such that O(x) = I. 
We now can elucidate the origin of the matrices (5.2) and (5.4). Recall that if o':L 
End V is a representation of a Lie algebra L on a vector space V, then the semidirect product 
L ×,, V = L ~ V is a new Lie algebra with the commutator 
u ' \~(X) (v )  - ~r(Y)(u)] 
(6.7) 
Denote V~ a free one-dimensional D,- and K,-module, on which D, acts by formula (5.6). We 
set V = ~ = (~jV~, for h = (~.~ . . . . .  h,,), and denote 
L~(n) = D, zc ~.  (6.8) 
For n -- 1, we write L_~ instead of L~(I). Let us compute the natural Hamiltonian structure 
associated to the Lie algebra L~(n) (see Kupershmidt[l 1,15l). Let Mi be the coordinate dual to 
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O,, and 9j be the coordinate dual to 1 E V.,. Then 
/ v \  
(X, u ) 'B~)  ~ ~ M,[X, Y], + ~ pj [o ' (X) (v)  
- (~(Y)(u)]j = ~ M,(XkY, k - YkX,,o 
+ ~ pj(XkVj.k + XrXk.kUj -- YkU~.R -- h.iYk.kU~) 
+ ~ uj(c)kPj -- h.spjOO(YO. (6.9) 
Hence, the corresponding Hamiltonian systems are of the form 
Mk = ~.(M,O~ + OiMk)(SH/SMi) + ~(p jak  - kjOkpi)(SH/Spj). 
15j = ~.(OkPj- h.jpjOO(SH/SMO. (6.10) 
This general form covers n-dimensional f uid dynamics; for n = 1, h. = (0, 0) results in (5.2) 
while _X. = (0) results in (5.4). 
Remark 6.5. In this paper we study only the usual hydrodynamics, i.e., one-fluid system. 
More complex two-fluid systems, e.g. superfluids and quantum fluids (see Holm and Kuper- 
shmidt[4]), have two copies of D, (one copy for each fluid) acting by derivations in corresponding 
semidirect products. In the language of this section, a convenient model for such actions is this 
( forn = 1). Consider Lc = D~ :~ V, where the action of D~ is given by (6.3), (6.5). Then the 
only action of Do, of the same form (6.3) and (6.5), on Lc by derivations, is given by the 
matrix C of the form 
\ 
-1  0 ... 0 \  
) ~= 0 C 
0 
The corresponding semidirect product of D~ and Lc has a nonabelian piece in it, Lc, and has 
two copies of D~ present. 
Denote B~(n) the Hamiltonian matrix in (6.10) associated to the Lie algebra L_~(n); for n = 
1, we write simple B_~. As we shall see, there exist numerous hidden isomorphisms between 
B_~(n)'s for various h.'s. Our first step is to make sure that those isomorphisms are not due to 
isomorphisms of Lie algebras L_~(n)'s themselves. 
THEOREM 6.6  
If O:L~(n) ---, L~(n) is a Lie algebra isomorphism then Xj = [w(~)]j, j = 1 . . . . .  m. 
for some permutation w E Sin, and ® has the form, ® = t @ ®. where ® is the direct sum 
of linear constant-coefficient i vertible transformations @~ on @j~=~Vx. We break the proof 
into several Lemmas. 
LEMMA 6.7 
Let l~_(n) be the n-dimensional Abelian subalgebra @jV~, in L_~(n). I fR is a one-dimensional 
Abelian subalgebra of L~(n) then R C l~_(n). In particular, any n-dimensional Abelian subalgebra 
in L~_(n) is l~_(n) itself. 
Proof. Let (,~) E R. Then f(x) = (~;~) E R. and since R is Abelian, (o °) = [(x), (~)] = 
(x,.(?x). Since f is arbitrary, X must be zero. • 
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LEMMA 6.8 
Let c~:K7 --, D, be a linear differential operator. If lm(eO is an Abelian subalgebra then 
~.=0.  
Proof. Let u E K7 be such that c~(u) -~ 0. We will arrive at a contradiction as follows. 
Let a(su) = ~;s"X,,, where s E K,, X~, E D,,, o" E Z". is a multi-index, s'"' = 0~" . . . .  O~.(s) 
for cr = (¢r~ . . . . .  o',). For s. g ~ K,, we have 
0 = [c~(su),o~(gu)] = [~s '~X~, ,~g '~ 'X , ]  
= ~ s'~'g'~'[x~, A + ~ s'~'x~(g'~')x~- Z g'~'X~(s'~')x~ • 
Denote ]or] = o', + ... + or,, and let k be the maximal [o'] for which X,, ~ 0. Then the highest 
number of derivations acting on g happens in the term El~l=kSt=~X=(g~)X~. Since s and g are 
arbitrary, we conclude that X, = 0, whenever Ivl = k. Hence, all X,,'s vanish. Thus, a(u) = 
&( lu )  = 0. • 
Let 19 :L_dn) ---, L~_(n) be a linear differential operator and an isomorphism of Lie algebras. 
Denote by 19 the restriction of 19 on lx_(n). 
LEMMA 6.9 
@(/~(n)) C l~(n). 
I 
Proof. 19(l~_(n)) is Abelian. Therefore, by Lemma 6.8, @(/~(n)) intersects Dn C L~(n) 
trivially. • 
LEMMA 6.10 
Let c~:Dn 
eL = id. 
Proof. Let X E D,,  s, g ~ K,. Let c~(sX) = Es*~"X~. Then 
et([sX, gX]) = c~([sX(g) - gX(s)]X) = ~ [sX(g) - gX(s)]'~'X~, 
[e,(sX), e,(gX)I = [~, s'~'X~, ~ g'~'X~] = ~ s'~'g'~'[x~,x~] 
+ ~ s'"'X,,(g'~')Xv - ~ g'~'X,(s'"')X,,. 
D, be a linear differential operator and an isomorphism of Lie algebras. Then 
(6.11 L) 
(6.11R) 
As in the proof of Lemma 6.8, comparing the highest-order derivatives acting on g in (6. l l), 
we find that 
sX(g'~')X~ = ~ s'("X~(g'"')X~, 
so that sX = "%,,,~v In other words, c~ id. 
LEMMA 6.11 
o = ~®o. 
Proof. Since ®-I  is also an isomorphism, from Lemma 6.9 it follows that O(D,) C D~. 
Therefore, O[o, = id by Lemma 6.10. • 
LEMMA 6.12 
Let or,: L --, End V, be two representations, i = 1, 2, and let (x: Vt ---, V, be a homo- 
morphism. Then 1 (~ c~ :L x ,, V, ---* L x ,, V, is a homomorphism of Lie algebras if and only 
if ~ intertwines the representations o-~ and cr z, i.e. 
~_,(X)~x = cx~l(X). VX ~ L. (6.12) 
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Proof Let us write cx instead of I @a.  Then, for.\', YEL ,  u. u E V~, we have. 
°([(:) (:)]) 
[°(:) °(:)] 
and the Lemma follows. 
c~(, [X. YI 
\cr~(X)(v) - (l,(Y)(u) 
e~(u) e~(v) 
= ( fx  YI t \cal,(X)(u) - cz~(Y l (u ) / "  
bY. Y] ] 
o',(X)a(v) - ~z(Y)a(u) / "  
Proof  of  Theorem 6.6. By Lemma 6.11, @ = I .~  70: and by Lemma 6.12, ~ must 
intertwine representations of D,, on I~(n) and l,(n)._ Let us take u = Off) E l~(n),._, with u i 
Va. Let V~,-component of ®(u) be given as 
IO(.)l, = ~ a~;u',". . ;  E K,,. (6.13) 
Using criterion (6.12) and definition (6.2), we obtain 
so that 
(z ) [~2(X)-~('t)], = Xki~k + ~, div(X) ~, a))t;"'. 
[Oo',(X)(/t)J, = ~' a, ,0"(X Xd:,~ + X, divC(0(u i) 
k v v k 
(6.14) 
Comparing highest-order derivations acting on Xk in (6.13) we conclude first that X~a~,O ~ = 
a,j, so that (6.14) becomes 
(XkOk + txiXk.k)a~j = a,,(XkO~ + ~.jXkk). (6.15) 
This equality, in turn, is equivalent to a pair of equations 
ai/.k = 0 ~ a,, ~ k. (6.16) 
a0(Ix~- ~.j) = 0. (6.17) 
Thus, all a0's are constant, and aii__-- 0 unless Ix, = Xj. This means that ® is the direct sum 
of linear invertible transformations ®~ on @j:~ =~V~. • 
7. CANONICAL ISOMORPHISMS BETWEEN HAMILTONIAN STRUCTURES B,(n) 
Although Lie algebras L_,(n) are rarely isomorphic to each other (Theorem 6.6). there are 
no more than two isomorphism classes of the corresponding Hamiltonian structures B_~(n):_~ = 
(l . . . . .  l) and ~. = (0 . . . . .  0). Let us show that this is indeed the case. 
THEOREM 7. I 
lf_~ # (I . . . . .  1) then B jn)  is canonically equivalent o B,(n). 
Proof. Let firstm = l ,sothat_~ = X =# I. Set 
d* = 9''1 .~ (7.1) 
Transforming in (6.10) from the variables (M, 9) to the variables (M. O) and using formula 
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(5.6), we obtain 
+ : E Io ,p  -  po,) : E o jo  , 
since 
d0 (a,p - Xpa,) = dO dO 
p'' + (' - = 0 jco)  + 00 ,  = 01o. 
Hence, we see from (6.10) that the variables (M, 0) are indeed associated to Bo(n). 
Now let m > I. Since _h # (1 . . . . .  1), there exists at least one h.~ # 1. Using Theorem 
6.6, we can move this ~.j into the first place. So, let h~ = h # 1. Set p = Pt, and define 
O~ = pip ~,, 0 # % ~ k, j = 2 . . . . .  m. (7.2)  
Transforming in (6.10) from coordinates (M, p, p., . . . . .  p,,,) to (M,  p, 0_, . . . . .  +,,) and 
using (5.6), we get, fo r j  = 2 . . . . .  m: 
=~,  [Y, PiP"'- '(a,P- XPa,)+ P'(a, PJ - X, pia,)](8~,) 
= ~, {&Oi-[h,+"h(~'-l)]Oja3(Sg--~,). (7.3) 
Thus, we transformed the index _h in B~_(n) from _.h = (h; h., . . . . .  h,,) into 
_h' = (h ; . . .  hj + %(h - 1) . . . .  ). (7.4) 
In particular, choosing % = h/ ( l  - h), we obtain _h' = (h; 0 . . . . .  0). Final ly, transforming 
from the variables (3'I, p, tO, . . . . .  0,,) into (M,  0,  0_, . . . . .  tO,,) by (7. I ), we move h.' into 
(0 :0  . . . . .  0) = 0. • 
Remark 7.2. Now we can appreciate the reason why entropy per unit volume o" = p'q is 
used in (5.2) instead of entropy per unit mass "11. Indeed, setting 02 = "11, P'. = or, we see that 
t~,_ = p:p-]; hence, 3,., = 1 by (7.2). Thus, h., + ',/.,(h - i) = 0 + ( - I ) (0  - 1) = 1. 
Therefore, the variables (p, O) correspond to _h = (0, 1) (in arbitrary number of dimensions 
n). As we shall see later, discretization of B_~ is done for _k = 0 and this is why we prefer cr 
to r l .  
Remark 7.3. For n = I, there exist canonical isomorphisms different from those of the 
type (7.1), (7.2). They are of the form (for m = 1): 
+ = Ml -~'p  ll-~'''lh-I), 1 -'# h ~ ~, # 1. (7.5)  
In particular, 
O = MP L '`l~-II, 1 ¢= h --+ 0, (7 .6)  
O = Ml -~v- I ,  l # h - -+h.  (7.7) 
The map (7.5) does not generalize for m > I. On the other hand. if h_ = (1 . . . . .  1), the 
fol lowing canonical automorphism of B_~ 
~j = O,(pj) (7.8) 
is good also %r B_~(n) with n > 1. 
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Remark 7.4. The converse to Theorem 7.1, i.e., that B,~ .~,(n) ~ Bo(n), is undoubtedly 
true but not easy to prove, except in the cases m = n = 1 and m -> n: 
Proposition 7.5. Bt ~ Bo. 
Proof. dim ker B~ = 0, while ker Bo = {ctM/p + czplc~ E k}. • 
THEOREM 7.6 
Let _h = (1 . . . . .  l) and m -> n. Then B~_(n) w Bo(n). 
Proof. Since ker B0(n) D {~- c~gi]c~ E k}, dim ker Bo(n) >- m. On the other hand, dim ker 
B~(n) = 0, which can be seen as follows. Let 
b= -:i 
be the canonical Hamiltonian matrix in the space with variables (p~ . . . . .  p,~, q~ . . . . .  q,,), 
and let a differential map (i.e. commuting with 0~ . . . . .  0,,) qb be given by the formulae 
Mi = ~F, Pkqk.i, 9j = qj. (7.9) 
Using formula (5.6), it is easy to see that qb is a canonical map between (p, q)-space and (M, 
p)-space. Since m --- n, the map • is an epimorphism (considered as a map between infinite 
jet bundles); equivalently, the dual map qb* is injective (considered as a differential homo- 
morphism of differential rings). In particular, since qb is canonical, ~* sends ker B_~(n)injectively 
into ker b. But ker b = {0}. Hence, ker B~_(n) = {0} as well. • 
Remark 7.7. For m = n, the map (7.9) is a (rational) change of variables. In particular, 
the matrix B~L....~(n) is immediately discretizable for m = n. 
Remark 7.8. The module V~ for h = 1 has a simple geometric interpretation: this is the 
module of volume forms, K, d.~q /~ .-. A ch:n. 
We now examine 2-cocycles on some of the Lie algebras L~_(n). Recall that a bilinear 
differential operator w(X, Y) on a Lie algebra L is called a (generalized) 2-cocycle if w(X, Y) 
-w(Y ,  X) and w(X, [Y, Z]) + w(Y, [Z, X]) + w(Z, IX, Y]) - 0, VX, Y, Z ~ L, were a 
0 means that a E E, Im 0, (or E, Im(A, - i) in the discrete case). 
LEMMA 7.9 
Let _h = (1 . . . . .  1). Def ine  a bilinear form wj on Lx(n) by the formula 
wj( (X) , (~) )  = ~',X~vj.i + ujdiv(Y) = X(vj) - u jd iv (Y ) -X(v j )  - Y(uj). (7.10) 
Then, w i is a 2-cocycle on Lx_(n). 
Proof. First, 
+w Y w j ( (X)  ' (~) )  J ( (v ) '  (X ) )  = ~Xiv j . i+  u2divfY) 
+ ~ Y, uj., + vj div(X) = ~ (Xiu)),i "~ E (ujY,),, -0 ,  
so that wj is skew-symmetric. Next, 
(:)] (,:ti + c .p .  = 
+ 
+ 
\ \ , . (  ,v), , - E(Y,u), ' 
[X, Yl,wj, -.- ~ (X,vj - Y, uj),,  Zkk + c.p. 
--Wj div([X. Y]) + uy(div(Z)) - c X(div(Z)) 
c.p.[by (6.2)] = w,X(div(Y)) + w/(div(X) 
ujY(div(Z)) - v,X(div(Z)) + c.p. = O, 
where c.p. stands for cyclic permutation. 
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Denote by bj the Hamiltonian matrix associated to the 2-cocycle wj. Recall that bj is defined 
via the formula 
. / ,w  - w,((:), (:)) . (7 .11)  
Since wj is a 2-cocycle on L~_(n) (for _h = (1 . . . . .  1)), the matrix 
B,. = B~(n) + ~ cjbj, c j~  k (7.12) 
is Hamiltonian for any vector e = (c~ . . . . .  c,,) E k" (see Gel'fand and Dorfman[19], 
Kupershmidt[ 11,18]). 
THEOREM 7.10 
If c ~ 0 then Bc is canonically equivalent o B~(n) with kj = I - cj. 
COROLLARY 7.1 1. 
If el, C: ~ 0 then Be, is canonically equivalent o Be2. 
Proof of Corollary. By Theorem 7.10, any matrix Bc with c ~ 0 is equivalent o B~_(n), 
with _h ~ (1 . . . . .  1) (since c ~ 0). By Theorem 7.1, the latter matrix B~_(n) is canonically 
equivalent o Bo(n). • 
Proof of Theorem. Changing the variables (M, p) into the variables (M, ~) ,  with 
xltj = lnpj,  j = 1 . . . . .  m, (7.13) 
transforms an arbitrary matrix B~_(n) into &~..~(n) + E(I - hj)bj. 
8. 2 -COCYCLES ON L IE  ALGEBRAS Lc 
In this section we compute all 2-cocycles on Lie algebras of the form Lc. 
Recall that the commutator in Lc is given according to (6.3), (6.5) as 
' Xv' + X'Cv Yu' - Y'Cu ' 
(8 .1 )  
where X, Y ~ D~, u, v ~ KT', C is a constant matrix from k ' ,  and we write (.)' instead of 
(.)m. (The matrix C may be put into its Jordan canonical form, but this is not important at the 
moment.) We seek skew-symmetric constant-coefficient operators of the form 
b = ~'~ r,a', r, ~ Mat,,+l(k) (8.2) 
whose associated bilinear forms [see (7.11)] are 2-cocycles on Lc. Since the multiplication (8.1) 
in Lc is a bilinear homogeneous first order differential operator, it follows that each summand 
r,0' in the sum (8.2) is a 2-cocycle on Lc, so we can and will look only for homogeneous 2- 
cocycles. Further, since D~ can be realized as a Lie subalgebra in Lc consisting of elements 
{(oX)}, the restriction onto Dt of a 2-cocycle from Lc is a 2-cocycle on Dr. (This is a general 
property of semidirect products.) Let us first see what such a 2-cocycle looks like. 
THEOREM 8. I 
The space of 2-cocycles on D~ is generated over k by 0 and 0 3. 
Proof. We look for all i ~ Z .  such that 
IX , 2i+ I X:]O (X3) + c.p. -- 0, VX~, X_,, X3 ~ Dj. 
In the long hand, we have 
o ~ (x ,x ;  - x ;x2)x '3  +-'`'' + (x ,_x;  - x ; _x , )x~ ,-'+'' + (x+x;  - x ;x , )x ' , _  "-'+', 
X 3 X [ _ (X IX  ~ _ /~,lX2 !Y  v2i+ll - ~,,rt{1?'2 -'tYi2i+t)x'l / - ,'Y,Y'v{2i+ll2 --~-I o r X[X~2,+l) .+. ~,¢~,lYl'X2vI2i+l)~'l; 1, 
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so that the expression in the square brackets must vanish. It obviously vanishes ~hen 2i ~- 1 
equals 1 or 3. On the other hand. if 2i - 1 -> 5. then this expression contains the term 
2i + 1 2 i  - I 
X?"X':-'"-" - -,- = O. • 
2 . 1 
Having found all 2-cocycles on D~. we can restrict ourselves in searching only for those 
2-cocycles on Lc which vanish on D~. So let 
( 0 6 ' )  7, %. 
b = ( -1 ) "~[3  y. a'. =- I - l ) ' -  , (8.3) 
be a skew-symmetric operator. ,*,ith a column-vector [3 E k'". and with 7 (E Mat,,(k). For b to 
be a 2-cocycle. we must have 
+ [X,u~ + X[C.._ - X_..i - X~O, , l "  I ( - l y " [3X? '  + y .T ]  + c.p. 
- - I)'(X.,XI - X]X,)'"[3 • u, + {- l l 'u:  • [3tX~X?')' 
- - I) 'Cu: • [3XIX[,," - ( - I ) 'u, • [3(X~X',")' 
+ -- I ) 'Ctt ,_" [3X'~X'I" + c.p. (g.--]-a) 
+ X~{z4 " V'C' - [Cu : '  7tC'] '  - ul "7t{,_" + [Cu , "  ",/H!"]'} + c.p. (8.4b) 
Since (8.4a) is bilinear in X while (8.4b) is bilinear in u. we can consider (8.4a~ and (8.4b) 
separately. 
Starting with (8.4b). we see that since no derivatives of X~ are present, the expression in 
the curly brackets must vanish. If s _> I, there is nothing to compensate for the Cu, • ",/tr:'-r, 
term. Hence, C",/ = 0. If s > I then tg • ",/u?' must vanish, so y = 0: 
s > I. 7 = O. (8.5) 
If. on the other hand. s = 1. the remaining terms u~ • yu l  - u'~ • 7u~ cancel each other out 
since " f  = y by (8.3).  so: 
s = 1. C"y = O. (8.6) 
F inal ly .  i f  s = 0 then y' = - ' , / .  so the curl,,, bracket expression becomes 
a{,:  • [y - C'y  + y 'C lu ,}  : a{u. • [y - C~y - yClu,}. 
SO 
s = 0 :7  = C'7 + yC.  (8.7) 
In a similar fashion, working out the expression (8.4a) we get 
0 = , . "  [3{(X~XI - X]X , ) "  + (X,X?'~' - (X,X',"~'} - O , : "  [3{-XlX': ,"  - .\'~XT'}. 
Analyzing the latter equality', we consider separately, various values of s. For s > 3. looking 
s > 3. [3 = 0. 18.8) 
at the X',:'X? -~' coefficient. ( 't - (}), we see that [3 : O: 
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If s = 3, we obtain 
o = u . .  13o{ix.,x'; - x ' , x , ) '  + x ,x ' ? '  - x~x' ,"} + c , : .  13~{-x lx ;  + x',x','} 
= (u :  • 13a + Cu, .  13a)(x~x'; - x ' ;x ; ) ,  
so that 13 + C'13 = 0: 
If s = 2, we have 
s = 3. (1 + C')13 = 0. (8.9) 
0 = , , . .  13a{x,x'; - x ' ;x ,  + x ,x l ;  - x~x','} + c . . .  13{-x lx l ;  + x~x','} 
= cu , .  13{-x lx ' ;  + x ' ,xT},  
SO 
s=2.  
If s = 1, there are no conditions on 13, 
s= [, 
Finally. for s = O, we have 
SO 
C'13 = 0. (8.10) 
13 is arbitrary. (8.11) 
0 = (X3X[ - XjX~){u: • p - Cu , "  13}, 
s = 0, (1 - C')13 = 0. (8.12) 
Formulae (8.5)-(8.12), together with Theorem 8.1, describe all 2-cocycles on the Lie 
algebra Lc. 
Remark 8.2. Throughout he paper we treat K, as C~(R '') only to avoid lengthy detours 
into differential algebra. All the results (and the proofs) have their natural algebraic ounter- 
parts when K,, is considered as an arbitrary commutative ring with n commuting derivations 
01 . . . . .  0,,: K,, ~ K,. 
9. A D ISCRET IZAT ION OF ONE-D IMENSIONAL FLU ID  DYNAMICS 
In this section we derive a formula [(9.8) below] which discretizes one-dimensional hy- 
drodynamics. 
We start with the Lie algebra Lo. As we know, Bo.0 is the Hamiltonian matrix of adiabatic 
fluid dynamics (5.2). By formula (8.6) for C = 0, we see that (for ",/ = ~1) 
0 0') 
b = e 0 1 iJ. e~k.  
is a 2-cocycle on L,. Hence. the matrix 
(9.1) 
is Hamiltonian. 
B = B. + b (9.2) 
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THEOREM 9.1 
The following change of variables. 
Q = M - p?ile. p = p. 
where p? = Xp,p,, transforms the Hamiltonian matrix E (9.1) into the form 
Proof. Multiplying subsequently the Jacobian of the map (9.3). 
J= 
by the matrix B, followed by the matrix 
J' = 
(9.3) 
(9.4) 
(9.5) 
(9.6) 
results in (9.4). n 
Now it is clear how to proceed. If we first perturb our matrix BO by adding to it a small 
2-cocycle (9. l), the resulting matrix (9.2) is equivalent to the matrix (9.4) whose discretization 
is easy: Indeed, the matrix (9.4) is a direct sum of B(D,) whose discretization is given by the 
formula (3.22), and a constant coefficient matrix ~18, whose discretization presents no problem 
(e.g. e[(A - A-‘)/211 will do). Reverting back to the variables (M. e) by (9.3), we obtain a 
discretization of adiabatic fluid dynamics by the following matrix: 
VM - p?/2e(A - A-‘)dM - ~‘12~ + p’(A - L-‘)p/2~ 
+(A - A-$ - 
The discrete motion equations generated by (9.7) are 
r;r, = dM, - p;l2~ V?4,,+, - p;_,lZ~(dH:dM,+,) 
[ 
where 
I& = 4[~,,,+,(aHIaMn+,) - ~,,,-,(aH/aitl,,-,)l 
+ iE[aHfap,,,,, - awap ,,,-, 1, 
H = c H,,Ol, p) 
” 
is a discretization of the total energy; for example. discretizing (5.3) one may take 
, 
H = 2 2 + pdp,,,. Pl”:Pr,,) * 
n I !I 1 
&‘(A - A-‘) 
&El(A - A-‘) 1 
(9.7) 
aH -_ 
3 ap,,,-, ’ 
(9.8) 
(9.9) 
(9.10) 
with p2 = u, p, = p. 
Remark 9.2. The matrix (9.7) is not regular in E. but its continuous limit (9.2) is. 
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Remark 9.3. For the barotropic ase (5.4), we have a special discretization scheme (5.8) 
which is quite different from (9.7). 
Remark 9.4. The equations (9.8) have a drawback in that the physical dimensions of all 
the 9"s are the same, namely, equal to the dimension of X / -~.  In practice, of course, this is 
not the case: p~ = p and 9,_ = cr = 9"q have different dimensions. This problem is easy to 
rectify by taking instead of (9.1) the following 2-cocycle 
(o ° 0) 
b' = a, E = diag(e~,• . . . . .  ), (9.11) 
E 
and generalizing (9.3) into 
Q = M - ~,92/2e~, 13 = P, (9.12) 
which results in the following analog of (9.4): 
(QO + OQ EO (9.13) 
Discretizing (9.13) and inverting the map (9.12), we obtain the desired discretization scheme 
of one-dimensional fluid dynamics: 
, / I=  i - E ~ ( ~ - a -  M-  - -  
- + Z p,(,a - a-') 2, 2e~J \~M/ 
, l~ .~ ~ _,)(~u I 
In the lattice notations, we get 
- -  Mn- I - -  2ei 
+250~ og., o.,._, ; 
l[ 1[o. 
0~.=~ ok.+, - pko-, +~'~ oo--S-.., 
(9.14) 
(9.15) 
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